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Old flames still burn hot.

He's only ever had one weakness.
Nathaniel Clarke has a secret. Before he became the
owner of an occult bookshop on Bookseller's Row, he was a
prince of the kingdom of Paragon. Now the dragon shifter is
the high priest of the Order of the Dragon, a society of the
most powerful supernatural beings in London. He's only
ever had one weakness, and he hasn't seen her in a decade.

She's only ever been good at one thing.
American pop singer Clarissa Black survived by singing
on street corners before Nathaniel came into her life and
unlocked the latent magic inside her. Despite their
passionate affair, she refused Nathaniel's proposal to pursue

her music career. Her multi-platinum albums have made
her a star but one with few people she can trust.

It only takes one spark to change two lives
forever.
When Clarissa's voice fails her during a show in
London, it's an excuse to reconnect with the man who
remains her deepest regret. Nathaniel is reluctant to open
old wounds but can't refuse Clarissa's plea for help or the
passion her nearness awakens in him. But as he closes in on
breaking the curse, Nathaniel learns the cause of what ails
her is tangled with the deadly past he left behind.

PROLOGUE

Paragon

A

borella woke in her chambers, feeling like she’d been
torn apart and pieced back together, and of course
she had. That damned dragon, Alexander, had bitten her in
two and left her to die. Only by siphoning the life force of
the plants around her had she managed to magically repair
herself. But then that witch Raven had drained her power.
She curled onto her side and closed her eyes. At least
she’d had the last laugh. Raven, Gabriel, and Tobias were in
the dungeons of Paragon. They’d be punished for their
insurrection. She would not be surprised if Eleanor,
Empress of Paragon, had their heads this very day. She’d
avenge Aborella. Oh, how she’d enjoy watching the witch
die. The brothers too, but the witch most of all.
She opened her silver eyes and smiled against the
sheets. The usually dark purple skin of her hand was a gray
shade of lavender. Still not fully healed then. What she
needed now was rest and time in the forest to rejuvenate.
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After what she’d done for the throne, she’d likely be lauded
a hero and given all the time she needed.
The heavy iron door swung open without the benefit of
a knock. Eleanor strode into the room, her black gown
swooshing with her steps. “Aborella, thank the Mountain
you’re awake.”
“Good morn, Your Highness,” the fairy said softly,
bowing her head and pushing herself higher on the pillows
in lieu of a curtsy. All of her muscles ached, and fatigue
gripped her at the slightest effort. “I trust you’ve had a
moment to speak with the Guard about the security of our
new prisoners?”
“Yes, about that…”
Aborella waited patiently for the praise due her. She’d
almost died bringing Raven, Gabriel, and Tobias back to
Paragon, quite a feat considering the power the witch,
Raven, wielded. She expected Eleanor would want to
reward her in some way, and certainly her hungry belly felt
overdue for a banquet in her honor.
But the empress’s mouth bent into a scowl. “You left the
egg behind.”
An uncomfortable prickle ran along the underside of
her skin at the sight of Eleanor’s tightly drawn lips.
“It couldn’t be avoided,” Aborella said. “Raven’s powers
are immeasurable. Had I waited to return until I had the
egg, she would have killed me.”
“Then perhaps you should have died.” Eleanor
narrowed her eyes.
Aborella frowned and reached for the silver robe that
hung on her bedpost. “If I had died, none of the heirs
would be in your dungeon, least of all the eldest and the
witch.”
Eleanor let out a huff. “Yes, well, be that as it may, I am
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pleased that you’ve returned in one piece. There is much
more work to do.”
The silver robe dragged on the floor as Aborella
painfully hobbled to the bar in her room and poured herself
a glass of water from the pitcher there. It was flavored with
bullhorn root. The refreshing, spicy beverage tingled in her
throat and temporarily revived her. The effect was not
unlike human coffee, although even more temporary for a
fairy.
“What are your plans for the prisoners?” Aborella
asked. “Will you use them as bait for the others?”
“Yes, most certainly, but I have greater plans for
Gabriel. Ransom has captured the leader of the resistance.
He resides in the dungeon even now.”
“Who? Who is it?”
Eleanor coupled her hands in front of her hips. “I
cannot tell you. For now his identity is secret, for good
reason. Suffice it to say, we have our work cut out for us to
squelch the rumblings he’s started among our citizens.”
“What sort of rumblings?” Aborella’s eyes narrowed.
She’d not seen this in her visions.
“Some of the people do not believe that Brynhoff’s
actions against my children were justified. They refuse to
see the evidence of their traitorous intent or accept that
Marius’s rule would have driven Paragon to ruin. The
rebels say that Brynhoff and I have no claim to the throne
and that the longer we’re here, the more severe the goddess’s
wrath. Can you believe such nonsense?”
Of course Aborella could believe it. Both of them knew
that Eleanor had eliminated her children for precisely the
goal of securing the throne for herself. But that didn’t mean
it wasn’t the right thing to do. Eleanor and Brynhoff under‐
stood what Paragon needed, that a common and supreme
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ruler was necessary to keep control over the five kingdoms.
At the moment, the kingdoms were only loosely united by a
mutually-agreed-upon pact that had been in place for
centuries. As a result of that pact, Paragon held a precarious
position as the leader of the five cooperative but indepen‐
dent kingdoms. But if Eleanor had her way, she would
become the supreme ruler of all, conquer the other king‐
doms, and make them her subjects. The unification of their
world would improve life for every Paragonian and most of
the other kingdoms as well… if they cooperated.
Aborella longed to see that day. All those fairies in the
kingdom of Everfield who had taunted her and tortured her
for being different would fall to their knees when Eleanor
succeeded. And when that happened, it would be Aborella
by her side. She’d rain hellfire down on anyone who’d ever
been against her.
“They are jealous of your leadership, Empress. If you
have a list of names, the right potion might change their
minds, or ruin them if necessary,” Aborella said of the
gossipers.
“No. The true identities of the rebels have been well
hidden. What I wish to do is control Gabriel. If my eldest
son comes to my defense, admits his wrongdoing and agrees
to rule at my side, it will put all the rumblings to rest.”
“Hmmm.” Aborella rubbed her chin. “Controlling
Gabriel won’t be easy.”
“You sound unsure of your abilities.” A muscle in
Eleanor’s jaw tensed.
“My influence does not work on dragons, Empress, as
you well know. There are complex spells I can try, but their
ongoing effectiveness can’t be guaranteed. Your kind are
powerful magical creatures after all.”
“What if the two of us
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“What if the two of us combine forces and work
together on a spell?”
“Maybe. I need time to recover and research the possi‐
bilities.”
“How long?”
“At least a week.”
Eleanor grunted in disappointment and paced the
room, her hands curling into fists.
“And then there is the matter of Raven,” Aborella said.
“What about her?”
“She is an extremely powerful witch. She has likely
already covered Gabriel in protective enchantments. I will
never be confident he is truly under our compulsion as long
as she’s alive.”
The empress tilted her chin up. “It would be foolish to
execute her. We might need her. If you truly can’t compel
Gabriel magically, we will have to use her to force his
compliance. Not to mention she may come in useful when
it comes to the others. Her power is inconvenient though.
Every moment she remains in the dungeon, I worry she
schemes to kill us all. Power like that can never be trusted.”
A vision ignited inside Aborella’s head, like a ray of light
shining directly into her eyes. At first it almost knocked her
off her feet. But once she interpreted it, the thought spread
her mouth into an eager grin. “You’re absolutely right,” she
said slowly. “We don’t need to magically compel Gabriel’s
cooperation, Empress. All we need to do is incentivize him.”
Eleanor folded her arms. “And how do you suppose we
do that?”
“By threatening his mate.”
Eleanor scoffed. “She’s had his tooth and in your own
words is a witch of immeasurable power. How exactly do
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you plan to do that? If we kill her, all we will inspire is his
wrath.”
Aborella poured another glass of water and took a sip.
“When I was living with the humans, her father told me she
was once an ordinary girl, one who was dying of cancer
until she swallowed Gabriel’s tooth. What can be done can
be undone.”
“Don’t waste my time, Aborella. A dragon’s tooth
cannot be removed from its host. It would kill her.” Eleanor
drummed her fingers on her arm in obvious annoyance.
The fairy gave her wings a good stretch and rolled her
neck. “I must use my crystals to know for sure, but I’ve
sensed there is another way. The secret is to undo what
made her a witch before the tooth enhanced her power. If
we can do that, if we can neutralize Raven, then I predict
Gabriel will be far more motivated to preserve his vulner‐
able mate.”
Slowly, Eleanor’s lips spread into an angular and
wicked grin. “I know that twinkle in your eye, Aborella. You
sense this is the answer. You’ve seen it, haven’t you?”
Aborella raised her chin and gave a confident nod.
“Then take your time. We must get this right. The
kingdom depends on it.”
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CHAPTER ONE

Paragon

T

he good thing about being locked in a dungeon in
Paragon without visitors or explanation was that
Raven had plenty of time to think. That was the end of her
list of good things. The bad things were far more numerous.
Hours had passed since Aborella had captured them and
brought them to Paragon. In that time, they’d been offered
nothing—not food, not water, not clothing. She was still
dressed in the same outfit she’d been wearing in Sedona.
Unfortunately, Gabriel and his brother Tobias were
completely naked because they’d shifted from their dragon
forms moments before being captured. Not that she minded
so much about Gabriel, but Tobias’s state of undress was
awkward, especially considering the floor and walls were
made of reflective, polished black obsidian.
“How are you feeling?” Tobias asked her.
Last time Raven was in Paragon, she’d become ill to the
point of death. At the time, their best theory was that she’d
absorbed the realm’s magic and overwhelmed her human
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body. But the true cause of her illness had been ultimately
unknown, and so far, she was in complete control of her
magical resources.
“So far, so good,” she said through cracked lips.
“Excellent! It would be a shame if you were ill for our
beheading.”
“Tobias!” Gabriel barked.
“Brother, your mate knows what we are in for. She’s not
an idiot. If Mother and Brynhoff meant to keep us alive,
we’d have water.”
He was right. Raven did know. And she was already
searching her magical arsenal for how to get them out of
this. “I’d like to conjure water and food, maybe some blan‐
kets, but the way my spell works, I have to know where it is
and what it looks like. I don’t know anything about Paragon.
I’d be casting a net into the void. The only thing I know
here is Tribiscal wine, and the Silver Sunset must be too far
away because I can’t seem to sense the wine when I cast in
order to draw it to me. Already tried.”
Damn, it was hot. At least the brothers were more
tolerant of the heat than she was. The dungeon had to be at
least ninety degrees. Sweat dripped down her temple.
“Don’t bother,” Gabriel said. “The obsidian in the walls
is enchanted against all forms of magic. Otherwise Tobias
and I could melt the door with our dragon fire. Believe me,
your magic won’t work here.”
Raven raised an eyebrow at the challenge. “The walls
are enchanted? What about the air?”
She tipped her head back and murmured an incantation
under her breath. To her relief, it started to snow. “Oh,
thank the Mountain,” she said. “There’s moisture in the
air.” She caught a snowflake on her tongue and relished the
cool feel against her skin.
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“Shhh. Do you hear that?” Tobias said.
Raven quieted. Footsteps on stone reached her ears.
Snapping her fingers, she stopped the snow above her and
shoved her brain into gear, sorting through the spells she’d
absorbed, practiced, and kept at the ready. Was Aborella
finally coming to finish them off?
The fairy appeared on the other side of the door, and
Raven had to smile. She looked drained, almost white, and
the symbols on her skin had faded to dull scars.
“You look peaked, Aborella,” Raven said through her
teeth. “Maybe you should go lie down.” And die, she added
in her head.
The fairy showed her sharp yellow teeth. “I feel well
enough for this.”
“For what exactly?” Tobias asked, a muscle in his jaw
twitching.
An intimidatingly tall and wiry woman dressed in a
purple silk gown stepped into view. Raven would never
forget the sharp features of her face or the long dark hair
that reminded her of her own. Empress Eleanor.
“Hello, Mother,” Gabriel said.
“My sons, it is so good to see you again.” She sent them
each a smile through the bars of the cell door, stretching her
thin lips and making her nose look exceptionally pointed.
Then she turned a scowl on her. “Raven,” she added by
way of greeting. “I’m afraid our family reunion will have to
wait
until
we’ve
mitigated
an
unfortunate
unpredictability.”
Gabriel frowned. “What unpredictability is that
exactly?”
“I’ll need a strand of her hair,” Aborella said, pointing at
Raven.
“You will have no such thing,” Gabriel protested.
But the dragon queen swept
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But the dragon queen swept her hand through the air,
her citrine ring glowing gold on her finger.
Raven felt a tug on the side of her head. “Ow!”
Before any of them could react, a strand of her hair, root
intact, floated through the door and into Aborella’s hands.
“What are you doing?” Raven ran for the door but was
greeted with a repelling force like she’d run into the side of a
rubber ball. Not only could she not reach through the bars,
she couldn’t even touch them. She hurled every spell in her
arsenal toward Aborella, but they all bounced harmlessly
back at her.
Raven watched in horror as Aborella retrieved a second
black hair from her pocket and a third, lighter one from an
envelope she’d had tucked under her arm. Mumbling some‐
thing, she began braiding the three together.
Backing away from the door, Raven clung to Gabriel’s
side and whispered in his ear, “Can you understand what
she’s saying?”
“Yes, she’s speaking Paragonian.”
“Tell me.”
“Three sisters at last are found, three hairs are braided
round, three witches power bound, I tie thee, one, two,
three.”
Aborella bent the braid into a knot.
“Stop her!” Raven said frantically. She wasn’t sure
exactly what Aborella was doing, but she could feel it, like a
needle passing under her skin.
Gabriel rushed the door but bounced back, presumably
off the same force that had impeded her. He ended up back
at her side, shaking his head. Tobias stood on her right, his
eyes betraying his worry. The corners of his mouth sank
grimly.
Aborella paused. “Now your blood, Empress.”
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Eleanor made a tsking sound but pricked her finger
with the sharp tip of her thumbnail. “If I must.”
“There is no other way than dragon magic, Empress.”
Aborella pressed the braided knot into the ruby bead that
bubbled on Eleanor’s finger, and Raven watched as the
blood permeated the strands until each was made red from
end to tip. Her blood felt hot in her veins.
Aborella began to untie the knot. “I break your link,
one from another; I break your past, mother from child; I
break your power, witch from witch.” With the knot
completely untied, she began to unbraid the three strands
of hair. “Together no more. Power no more. Three sisters no
more.”
Raven gasped. It felt like she’d been stabbed through the
heart with a giant needle, and a thread was being tugged
through her flesh. She collapsed to her knees. The three
hairs, now unbraided, dropped to the obsidian floor and
burned into ash.
Gabriel rushed to her and gathered her into his arms.
“What have you done to her?”
As if Aborella had extracted part of her soul, Raven felt
hollowed out, completely empty. She clung to Gabriel,
suppressing a sob. She wouldn’t give the bitch the satis‐
faction.
The door clicked and Aborella and the empress strolled
into the cell. A threatening growl rumbled in Gabriel’s
chest.
Aborella snorted. “Relax, dragon. I’ve simply neutral‐
ized your mate’s power at its source.”
The empress stared down her nose at Raven. “Now you
will join me for dinner,” she said in a low, cool tone. “And if
you try anything, Gabriel, or you, Tobias”—she leveled a
stare at each of them—“I will kill her. Without her magic, it
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will take no more than a flick of my wrist and her neck will
snap. Do you understand?”
Raven thought her mate’s jaw might crack from how
tightly he ground his teeth, but he gave her a definitive nod.
Tobias did as well.
At a snap of the empress’s fingers, two prison guards
jogged into the room, one with arms laden with clothing,
the other with a washbowl and a basket of bathroom
sundries. Both were placed on the floor before them.
“Dress,” Eleanor said. “Clean up. Then we celebrate.
Welcome home, my sons. The kingdom of Paragon has
missed you.”
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CHAPTER TWO

London

N

athaniel Clarke lingered outside Relics and Runes
occult bookstore, his pipe nestled in his palm. Not so
long ago, he’d have fired the Turkish tobacco, loosely
tamped within its bent rosewood bowl, in the comfort of his
office, but smoking indoors was illegal these days in London.
Bad for humans. He supposed when your lifespan was a
mere hundred years or less, cutting it short by a decade or
more for the sake of a smoke was reckless.
As an immortal dragon, Nathaniel couldn’t get cancer
or any other human disease, and considering he could
breathe fire, a little smoke was completely harmless to his
composition. Humans, however, were important to
Nathaniel, making up the majority of the occult book
market. Plus he enjoyed the company of a few of them.
He’d prefer to keep them alive.
No matter—it was early and Cecil Court had yet to suffer
the tread of visitors’ footsteps, which gave him an opportunity
to both enjoy his favorite smoke and make use of the enchanting
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properties of this particular tobacco blend. Specially developed
by a friend—a warlock and master tobacconist—the heady
smoke served a number of purposes. For one, it alerted him of
imminent danger. This morning though, his use for it was far
more mundane, to render his storefront irresistible to shoppers.
He flipped the top of his butane lighter and circled the
flame over the tobacco, then let it burn out. A good false
light. Ah yes, the scent was heavenly. He lit it again and
took a ceremonious puff. The thick smoke curled along his
tongue before he blew it out in a perfect, cloudlike ring that
floated toward the summer sky.
“Honestly, Clarke, are you still flushing good money
away on that dreadful habit?” Mr. Greene, owner of the
neighboring bookshop, appeared beside him, broom in
hand, and raised his bushy gray eyebrows. He stared point‐
edly at Nathaniel’s pipe. “You’re going to blow an artery if
you keep that up.”
“Not everyone can be the picture of health as you are,
Greene.” Nathaniel pointed a knuckle at the man and
winked. “I’m of the mind to enjoy what years I have with a
good smoke.”
“Because you’re a young chap. Wait until you’re old like
me and regret comes to roost.” He straightened his sweater
vest over his overlarge paunch.
“I daresay, I predict you’ll outlive us all.”
The elderly man chuckled. “From your lips to God’s
ears.” He gave his doorstep a few half-hearted sweeps.
“Speaking of regrets of the past and all that, have you heard
the news this morning?”
“I haven’t had the pleasure.” Nathaniel puffed his pipe
and blew a smoke ring over Greene’s head. Actually, he took
no pleasure in current events. The world was in a constant
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state of wearying political angst. After three hundred years,
he’d seen empires rise and fall. It didn’t matter to him which
blowhard was in office or who was seen hobnobbing with
whom. Nathaniel existed above it all. And if he didn’t like
something, all he had to do was wait. Everything ended
eventually, aside from him.
Greene wagged his finger. “Oh dear. I would have
thought you’d be the first to know.”
“Hmm? What’s that?” He sent a tiny smoke ring
through the center of a bigger one. The enchantment was
taking hold. Already the brass around his door appeared
shinier and the red paint that coated its wood gleamed as if
he’d painted it yesterday.
“That fling of yours from a few years ago, the songbird
from the States. You know, the pretty one.”
Nathaniel released his smoke in an uncontrolled and
unattractive exhale. “You don’t mean…”
“The fish that got away, Clarke. You know the one. The
woman. Ahh, I’ve lost my head.” Greene tapped the heel of
his palm against his temple. “Can’t think of it. Something…
Clarissa! That’s it.”
“Clarissa is in London?” An uninvited tingle radiated
from the back of Nathaniel’s neck, down his arms, and
made his hands go numb. For the love of the Mountain, he
did not need to hear Clarissa was in town today.
“She is! But that’s not why everyone’s talking about her.
It seems she was performing for a corporate audience, the
people who make those home gadgets. Tanaka Corp.
Anyhow, her voice gave out completely in the middle of her
performance. She had to be escorted from the stage. The
Tanaka people were royally cheesed off over it. And, well,
there are all sorts of rumors now going round about why.
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Drugs or whatnot. People are suggesting she might have to
cancel her concert at the O2 later this month.”
“Hmm.” Nathaniel ground his teeth. Clarissa was a
witch, a powerful one, and if her voice had given out, there
was a dark reason for it. He stared down into his pipe.
Today might be a good day to close up shop and take a holi‐
day. Bora-Bora sounded like a nice diversion.
“So you hadn’t heard. You two don’t keep in touch
then?”
Nathaniel sighed. “No. It was a fleeting affair. She has
her career, and I have…” He gestured vaguely in the direc‐
tion of Relics and Runes.
“Righto! Dodged a bullet, I’d say. Bad luck to have a
woman that beautiful, if you don’t mind my saying so. My
Minerva, rest her soul, wasn’t a looker, but boy could she
cook. That’s the type of woman you can rely on. Good cook.
Loyal soul.”
“If only there were more Minervas out there.”
Nathaniel pictured the heavyset woman with wild gray hair
who’d passed away a few years ago and carefully kept his
expression reverential.
“God broke the mold when he made her.” Greene
wiped a tear from his eye and glanced at his watch. “Is that
the time? Oh dear. We’ll be opening soon. I’d better ready
the shop. Good day, Clarke.”
“Good day.” Returning the man’s little wave, Nathaniel
watched him disappear inside his shop, then leaned against
the doorframe and closed his eyes. So Clarissa was in town.
It didn’t mean anything. And her voice giving out could
have a number of causes, perhaps a virus of the throat or a
nodule on the vocal cords. She was probably visiting a
doctor even now. With any luck, she’d be on a plane back to
America in no time.
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He opened his eyes. Bringing his pipe to his lips, he
allowed the thick smoke to linger on his tongue before
slowly and deliberately blowing a perfect ring… that
morphed into a crimson heart as it floated toward the clear
blue sky.
“Fuck.”
He whirled and fumbled with the door, setting his
pipe on the counter and mumbling incoherently as he
passed the books on witchcraft, Jungian theory, the tarot
cards, the crystals, the grimoires and the yoga magazines,
to the small greenhouse of magical herbs at the back. He
plucked two potted rosemary plants from the sill and
hurried back to place them on either side of the front
door.
“Rosemary by the garden gate…,” he mumbled. Where
were his cards? He needed to read his cards.
The bell above the door rang.
“Jesus, Nathaniel, rosemary? It only protects you
against those who would do you harm. When have I ever
wanted to hurt you?”
Clarissa stepped across his threshold as if she’d been
summoned by his earlier use of her name, like the devil or a
demon. A real possibility now that he thought of it. Her
blond hair was covered in a rose-colored scarf, and large
dark glasses hid her blue eyes. But there was no mistaking
her lithe figure and catlike grace. Or her scent. The floral
and earthy notes of lilies and moss hit his nose.
She reached up and removed her glasses. “I think I’m
being followed.”
“Then you’d better be on your way. Where’s your
security?”
“Everyone wants to know what happened last night.”
Her gaze roved over his face. His suit. “You look exactly the
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same. I mean, I knew you didn’t age, but my God. Is that the
pocket square I bought you?”
“I hear footsteps in the alley. You should go before the
paparazzi arrive.”
She shuffled closer to him. “Hide me. Please!”
The door opened. Cursing his own stupidity, he curled
her into his arms and cloaked both of them in invisibility.
He pressed a finger to his lips, although she of all people
knew to remain silent.
Two men entered the store, one tall and suave, the other
looking like he’d slept on the floor of a pub the night before.
Both had cameras ready. They swept through the rooms,
searched behind the counter.
“I know she came in here. I saw her,” the taller one said.
He eyed the still-smoking pipe. “Hello?” he called. “Anyone
here?”
The slovenly one squinted his eyes. “There’s a lower
level.” The two jogged down the stairs to where Nathaniel
shelved the books on fairies and druids among other things.
Nathaniel lowered his finger from his mouth, but not
the invisibility that cloaked them both.
“You’ve got a lot of nerve coming back here after all this
time,” he whispered to her.
“I need your help.” Her lips were red. He had a strong
desire to smear her lipstick.
“No.”
“Believe me, if I had any other choice, I would have
made it. You’re the only one who can help me.”
“No.” It was out of the question really. Not after how
they’d left things.
The two men jogged back up the stairs, visibly baffled.
“Gone. Just gone,” the tall man said. “Into thin air.”
“Are you sure it was her?”
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Tall Man rubbed his chin. “Could’ve been a decoy, I
suppose. It was odd she had no security.”
“There’s a back door,” the short man said, pointing with
his chin.
They rushed into the courtyard. Nathaniel waited until
he could no longer hear their footsteps or their voices before
he dropped the invisibility.
“Next time I’ll let them find you.” He dusted off his
hands as if holding her had filthied them.
“That hurts, Nate. It really does. After all we’ve meant
to each other.”
“Ancient history.”
“But a pleasant one. As pasts go, I’m happy with ours.”
“Speak for yourself.” He smoothed the sleeve of his
jacket and moved behind the counter. Better. He’d prefer a
lead wall between them, but the counter would have to do.
“Enjoy the pleasant weather.” He gestured toward the door.
“There’s something wrong with my voice.”
“See a doctor.”
“It’s not that type of problem,” she whispered.
The bell above the door dinged and the first customer of
the day strolled in. Nathaniel greeted the man, who
beelined straight to the section on witchcraft.
He shrugged. “I don’t know anything about vocal
performance. But best of luck to you.” He gestured toward
the door again.
She took a deep breath and blew it out slowly, then
approached the counter. “Please… Nathaniel… If you ever
cared for me… If what we had ever meant anything to you…
I need your help.”
He narrowed his eyes on her. “You can do it yourself.”
Slowly she shook her head. “No. I. Can’t.”
Realization dawned and he leaned forward to sniff her
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throat. As usual, she smelled of lilies and moss, but the
magical tang that always accompanied her scent was miss‐
ing. Clarissa’s magical Bunsen burner was on the fritz.
Interesting. Not interesting enough for him to feed his heart
into a meat grinder by allowing her back into his life, but
interesting.
Still, it was impossible not to remember the good times
what with her standing right in front of him. He met her
gaze and held it.
“Nathaniel?” she pleaded.
“No,” he said again. And he meant it.
Order your copy of THE DRAGON OF CECIL
COURT !
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